### Kawasaki Mule PRO-FXT

- **Lug Nut Part**: #LUGP-11
- **Socket Part**: #LUGP-10K

### HD5 Beadlock

- Kawasaki Brute Force 750i 4x4 '05-19
- Kawasaki 650i Brute Force 4x4 '06-15
- Honda Pioneer 1000 '15-19
- Honda 500 Rubicon 4x4 '15-19 (IRS)
- Honda 650/700 Rincon 4x4 '02-19 (IRS)
- Honda 420 Rancher AT '09-19 (IRS)
- Honda Big Red MUV '09-15
- Honda Pioneer 500 / 700 '14-19
- Honda 1000 '15-19
- Arctic Cat (Textron) Wildcat XX '18-19
- Can-Am Defender 800 / 1000 '16-19
- Can-Am Maverick X3 '17-19
- Can-Am Commander 800 / 1000 '11-19
- Can-Am Maverick '13-19
- Can-Am Maverick X3 '17-19
- Can-Am Bombardier Outlander 330 / 400 / 500 / 650 / 800 '03-19
- Can-Am Renegade 500 / 800 / 1000 '08-19

### Can-Am Maverick X3 '17-19

- **Lug Nut Part**: #LUGP-10 (chrome) or #LUGP-10B (black) and #LUGP-10K

### Honda 500 Rubicon 4x4 '15-19 (IRS)

- **Lug Nut Part**: #LUGP-10 (chrome) or #LUGP-10B (black) and #LUGP-10K

### Honda 420 Rancher AT '09-19 (IRS)

- **Lug Nut Part**: #LUGP-10 (chrome) or #LUGP-10B (black) and #LUGP-10K

### Honda Big Red MUV '09-15

- **Lug Nut Part**: #LUGP-10 (chrome) or #LUGP-10B (black) and #LUGP-10K

### Honda Pioneer 500 / 700 '14-19

- **Lug Nut Part**: #LUGP-10 (chrome) or #LUGP-10B (black) and #LUGP-10K

### Honda 1000 '15-19

- **Lug Nut Part**: #LUGP-10 (chrome) or #LUGP-10B (black) and #LUGP-10K

### Kawasaki 650i Brute Force 4x4 '06-15

- **Lug Nut Part**: #LUGP-10 (chrome) or #LUGP-10B (black) and #LUGP-10K

### Kawasaki Brute Force 750i 4x4 '05-19

- **Lug Nut Part**: #LUGP-10 (chrome) or #LUGP-10B (black) and #LUGP-10K

### Kawasaki Mule PRO-FXT '14-19

- **Lug Nut Part**: #LUGP-10 (chrome) or #LUGP-10B (black) and #LUGP-10K

---

**Note**: The document contains detailed specifications for various models and their corresponding lug nut and socket parts. The text includes tables for different vehicles, specifying sizes, bolt patterns, offsets, finishes, and part numbers. Each section notes the specific parts required for each model to ensure proper fit and function. The text is structured to provide clear guidance for anyone looking to upgrade or maintain their vehicle's alloy wheel system.
### HD5 Beadlock

**MAKE/MODEL**
- Yamaha YXZ 1000 2019

**BOLT**
- Front/Rear

**SIZE**
- 14x7

**PATTERN**
- 4/156

**OFFSET**
- 5+2 (+30mm)

**FINISH**
- Machined w/ Gloss Black

**PART #**
- # Center caps do not fit on the Yamaha Viking/Wolverine-R. Must purchase Yamaha Viking/Wolverine-R specific center caps. Part # CAPVIKEC (chrome), part # CAPVIKEGB (gloss black) or part # CAPVIKEMB (matte black).